Let X be a smooth separated scheme over a noetherian base ring K. The decomposition we are interested in is an isomorphism
Introduction and Statement of Results
Let K be a commutative ring and X a separated K-scheme of finite type. The diagonal morphism ∆ : X → X 2 = X × K X is then a closed embedding. This allows us to identify the category Mod O X of O X -modules with its image inside Mod O X 2 under the functor ∆ * .
We shall use derived categories freely in this paper, following the reference [RD] .
Definition 0.1 (Hochschild Cohomology, First Definition). 1. Given an O X -module M the Hochschild cochain complex of X with values in M is RHom O X 2 (O X , M) ∈ D(Mod O X 2 ) 2. The qth Hochschild cohomology of X with values in M is
This definition of Hochschild cohomology was considered by Kontsevich [Ko] and Swan [Sw] among others. We observe that if K is a field, A is a commutative Kalgebra, A e := A⊗ K A, X := Spec A, M is an A-module and M is the quasi-coherent O X -module associated to M , then Ext q O X 2 (O X , M) ∼ = Ext q A e (A, M ) ∼ = HH q (A, M ) is the usual Hochschild cohomology. This partly justifies the definition. As we shall see, Definition 0.1 agrees with two other plausible definitions of Hochschild cohomology of a scheme.
From now on in the Introduction we shall assume K is a commutative noetherian ring and X is a finite type separated K-scheme.
In Section 1 we introduce the complex C · (X) of complete Hochschild chains of X. For any q the sheaf C −q (X) is a topological O X -module, and C −q (X) = 0 if q < 0. For any q ≥ 0 and any affine open set U = Spec A ⊂ X the group of sections Γ(U, C −q (X)) is an adic completion of the usual module of Hochschild chains C q (A) = A ⊗(q+2) ⊗ A e A. The coboundary operator ∂ : C −q (X) → C −q+1 (X) is continuous.
Given an O X -module M, endowed with the discrete topology, we obtain the complex Hom cont OX ( C · (X), M) of continuous cochains with values in M. In particular for M = O X we write C · cd (X) := Hom cont OX ( C · (X), O X ). It turns out that on any open set U as above we get Γ(U, C q cd (X)) ∼ = {f ∈ Hom K (A ⊗q , A) | f is a differential operator in each factor}.
Hence this is the same kind of Hochschild cochain complex considered by Kontsevich in [Ko] .
In Section 2 we prove the following result (restated there as Corollary 2.9).
Theorem 0.2. Suppose K is a noetherian ring and X is a smooth separated Kscheme. Given an O X -module M there is an isomorphism
. This isomorphism is functorial in M. In particular for M = O X we get C · cd (X) ∼ = RHom O X 2 (O X , O X ). In other words, on a smooth scheme the two definitions of Hochschild cochain complexes coincide. In Section 3 we examine a third definition of Hochschild cohomology, due to Swan [Sw] . We prove (Theorem 3.1) that when X is flat over K this third definition also agrees with Definition 0.1.
In Section 4 we look at the homomorphism π : C −q (X) → Ω q X = Ω q X/K given by the formula π((1 ⊗ a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a q ⊗ 1) ⊗ 1) = da 1 ∧ · · · ∧ da q .
Let us denote by T X = T X/K := Hom OX (Ω 1 X , O X ) the tangent sheaf, and q T X := q OX T X . Consider the complex of poly-tangents q ( q T X )[−q] with trivial coboundary.
Theorem 0.3 (Decomposition). Let K be a noetherian ring, let X be a separated smooth K-scheme of relative dimension n, and assume n! is invertible in K. Then for any M ∈ Mod O X the homomorphism of complexesT X [−q] ⊗ OX M → Hom cont OX C · (X), M induced by π is a quasi-isomorphism. In particular for M = O X we get a quasiisomorphism π cd :T X [−q] → C · cd (X).
Theorem 0.3 is restated (in slightly more general form) in Section 4 as Theorem 4.5 and proved there.
The quasi-isomorphism π cd underlies Kontsevich's Formality Theorem. The fact that π cd is a quasi-isomorphism in the case of a C ∞ real manifold is [Ko] Theorem 4.6.11; cf. also [Ts] Theorem 2.2.2.
Putting Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 together we obtain a decomposition of the Hochschild complex
in D(Mod O X 2 ). We observe that taking cohomologies in (0.4) we recover the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg Theorem Ext q O X 2 (O X , O X ) ∼ = q T X . Passing to global cohomology in (0.4) we obtain a decomposition of the Hochschild cohomology
However the decomposition (0.4) that relies on π cd is valid only in certain characteristics, at least when K is a Gorenstein ring of finite Krull dimension, as the next theorem shows. We remind that a ring K of finite Krull dimension is Gorenstein if it has finite injective dimension as module over itself. Examples are the rings Z, Z/(m) for any m ≥ 2, or any field.
Theorem 0.6. Let K be a Gorenstein noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension and let X be a smooth separated K-scheme of relative dimension n. Then π cd is a quasi-isomorphism iff n! is invertible in O X . This is Theorem 4.8 in Section 4. Another thing we prove in Section 4 is that when X is affine and smooth there is always a decomposition (0.4), regardless of characteristic.
In case X is not affine, and n! is nilpotent in K, neither of the above approaches to decomposition apply. This brings us to the main result of the paper.
Theorem 0.7 (Decomposition). Let K be a Gorenstein noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension and X a smooth separated K-scheme. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Of course here too we deduce a decomposition of the global Hochschild cohomology (0.5).
Theorem 0.7, restated as Corollary 6.12, is actually a consequence of a similar decomposition result (Theorem 6.10) concerning a Gorenstein noetherian scheme Y and a regularly embedded closed subscheme X. The proof, in Section 6, relies on minimal injective resolutions and their properties. Here is an outline. Take a minimal injective resolution J · of O X as O Y -module. By analyzing J · locally we prove that the complex J · X := Hom OY (O X , J · ) decomposes, in the abelian category of complexes, into J · X = J · X,i . Then we show that J · X,i [i] is a minimal injective resolution of the O X -module Ext i OY (O X , O X ). The necessary technical results on minimal injective complexes are contained in Section 5.
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Complete Hochschild Chains
In this section we consider a second definition of Hochschild cohomology of an O X -module M on a K-scheme X. It is based on the complete bar resolution.
Let K be a commutative ring and A a commutative K-algebra. As usual we write A e := A ⊗ A where ⊗ := ⊗ K . For any natural number q let B q (A) := A ⊗(q+2) = A⊗· · ·⊗A. B q (A) is an A e -module via the ring homomorphism a 1 ⊗a 2 → a 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ⊗ a 2 . The (unnormalized) bar resolution is
The coboundary ∂ is A e -linear, and the complex (1.1) is split-exact with splitting homomorphism s(a 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a q+1 ) = a 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a q+1 ⊗ 1. The homomorphism s is A-linear when A acts via a → a ⊗ 1. Cf. [Lo] Section 1.1.
For any q let
C q (A) is the module of degree q Hochschild chains of A. Since we will be using derived categories, whose objects are cochain complexes, we shall unfortunately have to abandon the conventional notations for Hochschild chains. The first departure will be to write the bar resolution as a cochain complex, with B −q (A) := B q (A). Likewise we write C −q (A) := C q (A).
From now on K is assumed to be a noetherian ring. Let A be a finitely generated K-algebra. Denote by I q the kernel of the ring epimorphism B q (A) → A, a 0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a q+1 → a 0 · · · a q+1 . Let B q (A) be the I q -adic completion of B q (A). The homomorphisms ∂ and s are continuous for the I q -adic topologies, and hence B · (A) is a complex and B · (A) → A is a continuously A-split quasi-isomorphism. We call B · (A) the complete bar resolution.
Next define
, where the superscript "cont" refers to continuous homomorphisms with respect to the adic topology, and "cd" stands for "continuous dual." We call C q (A) the module of complete Hochschild chains, and C q cd (A) the module of continuous Hochschild cochains.
Definition 1.3. Let X be a finite type separated K-scheme. For any q ≥ 2 let X q be the formal completion of the scheme X q := X × K · · · × K X along the diagonal embedding of X.
1. For any q ≥ 0 let B q (X) := O X q+2 . 2. For any q ≥ 0 the sheaf of degree q complete Hochschild chains of X is
The benefit of the complete sheaves B q (X) and C q (X) is they are coherent (although over different ringed spaces). Indeed: Proposition 1.5. Assume X is flat over K. Then there is an isomorphism
Proof. As in any completion of a noetherian scheme,
Given an O X -module M we have sheaves Hom cont OX ( C q (X), M), where "Hom cont " refers to continuous homomorphisms for the adic topology on C q (X) and the discrete topology on M. The continuous coboundary ∂ makes Hom cont OX ( C · (X), M) into a complex.
Definition 1.6 (Hochschild Cohomology, Second Definition).
1. Given an O X -module M the continuous Hochschild cochain complex of X with values in M is Hom cont OX ( C · (X), M). 2. In the special case M = O X we write
3. The qth Hochschild cohomology of X with values in M is
(3) This is immediate from the results in [EGA IV] Section 16.8.
We see from part (3) of the proposition that this approach to Hochschild cochains is the same as the one used by Kontsevich [Ko] .
Comparison of Two Definitions
In this section we prove that the two definitions of Hochschild cohomology, Definitions 0.1 and 1.6, coincide when X is smooth over K (Corollary 2.9). Throughout we assume K is a noetherian ring and X is a separated finite type scheme over K.
We start by recalling the notion of discrete O Y -module on a noetherian formal scheme Y. An O Y -module M is called discrete if it is discrete for the adic topology of O Y ; in other words, if any local section of M is annihilated by some defining ideal of Y. The subcategory Mod disc O Y ⊂ Mod O Y of discrete modules is abelian and closed under direct limits. Moreover Mod disc O Y is locally noetherian, so every injective object in Mod disc O Y is a direct sum of indecomposable ones. The cat-
Hence given a complex M · ∈ D(Mod disc O X 2 ) we obtain a total complex Hom cont O X 2 ( B · (X), M · ) with the usual indexing and signs. Recall that O X 2 is an O X -algebra via the first projection X 2 → X, namely a → a ⊗ 1.
Then there is a homomorphism of O X -modules τ : J → J X , such that for any q the induced homomorphism
, a defining ideal of the formal scheme X q+2 . For any m ≥ 1 the sheaf of rings B q (X)/I m q is coherent both as O X 2 -module and as O X -module. We see that both
. This isomorphism is not canonical, yet we can fit it into a compatible direct system as m varies. Thus there is a (noncanonical) isomorphism
(2.3)
Taking q = 0 above, and composing with homomorphism "evaluation at 1," we obtain τ
, and summing up the homomorphisms τ x,x ′ , we obtain a homomorphism τ : J → J X . Because
and
it follows from (2.3) that τ q is an isomorphism.
Let A be a K-algebra. For an element a ∈ A, an index q and any 1 ≤ j ≤ q, let us defined
Let C be a noetherian commutative ring. A C-algebra A isétale if it is finitely generated and formallyétale.
Lemma 2.6. Denote by K[t 1 , . . . , t n ] the polynomial algebra in n variables, and let K[t 1 , . . . , t n ] → A be anétale ring homomorphism. Then for any q ≥ 0 the ring B q (A) is a formal power series algebra over A in the n(q + 1) elementsd j t i .
Because φ lifts the identity φ 0 : A → A it follows that φ is bijective.
Recall that X is said to be smooth over K if it is formally smooth and finite type (see [EGA IV] Section 17). A smooth scheme is also flat.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose X is smooth over K. Then for any q ≥ 0 the functor
Proof. The statement can be verified locally on X, so let U = Spec A ⊂ X be an affine open set that isétale over affine space A n K ; cf. [EGA IV] Corollary 17.11.3. In other words there is anétale ring homomorphism K[t 1 , . . . , t n ] → A. According to Lemma 2.6, B q (A) is a formal power series algebra over A e = B 0 (A) in the elements
Denote by I q,e the kernel of the ring homomorphism B q (A) → A e , a 0 ⊗ a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a q+1 → a 0 ⊗ a 1 · · · a q+1 . Let I q,e be its completion. For any m ≥ 0 the A e -module B q (A)/ I m q,e is free of finite rank -with basis consisting of monomials in thed j t iand it has the I 0 -adic topology.
Passing to sheaves we see that for any m the functor Hom O X 2 B q (X)/ I m q,e , − is exact. But for any discrete module M,
Theorem 2.8. Suppose K is a noetherian ring and X is a smooth separated Kscheme. Given a complex M · ∈ D + (Mod disc O X 2 ) there is an isomorphism
Proof. Let M · → J · be an injective resolution of M · in Mod disc O X 2 . By this we mean that M · → J · is a quasi-isomorphism and J · is a bounded below complex of injectives objects in Mod disc O X 2 . Then each J q is an injective O X 2 -module supported on X, and
Since the homomorphism B · (X) → O X is split by the continuous O X -linear homomorphism s, Lemma 2.2 says that for any q ≥ 0 the homomorphism
is a quasi-isomorphism. Because B · (X) is bounded above and J · is bounded below, the usual spectral sequence shows that
Next by Lemma 2.7 for any q ≤ 0 the homomorphism
Now we may compare the two definitions of Hochschild cochain complexes.
Corollary 2.9. Suppose K is a noetherian ring and X is a smooth separated Kscheme. Given an O X -module M there is an isomorphism
Remark 2.10. Assume K is a field, and let K · X be the residue complex of X, see [Ye3] . If X is smooth of dimension n over K then 0 → Ω n X → K −n X → · · · → K 0 X → 0 is a minimal injective resolution. Hence Hom cont
. This angle ought to be explored.
A Third Definition
In the paper [Sw] Swan makes the following definition. Let K be a commutative ring and X a K-scheme. Let C q (X) be the sheaf on X associated to the
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a noetherian ring and X a flat finite type separated Kscheme. Then for any complex M · ∈ D + (Mod O X ) there is an isomorphism
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of the theorem, for any O X -module M there is an isomorphism
Corollary 3.2 was proved by Swan in the case of a field K and a quasi-projective scheme X ([Sw] Theorem 2.1).
The proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 are at the end of the section, after some preparation.
The sheaves C q (X) are ill behaved; they are not quasi-coherent except in trivial cases. The sheaves B q (X), associated to the presheaves U → B q (Γ(U, O X )), are even more troublesome: we do not know if B q (X) is an O X 2 -module. We get around these problems by using the completions C q (X).
Proposition 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 there is an isomorphism
Proof.
For any affine open set U = Spec A ⊂ X there is a quasi-isomorphism C · (A) → C · (A); see Lemma 1.2. Therefore when we pass to sheaves we obtain a quasi-isomorphism C · (X) → C · (X). Now use Proposition 1.5.
According to [RD] Theorem II.7.8, for any noetherian scheme Y the category Mod O Y is locally noetherian.
Proof. If Y is embeddable as a closed subscheme of a regular scheme (e.g. if Y is quasi-projective over a field) and M is coherent then we can take L to be a locally free O Y -module of finite rank.
In general we can always find a surjection φ :
Since the functors g * , g ! and g * are exact (g is an affine morphism) statements 3 and 4 are true.
Proof of Theorem
. We also note that for every q the functor
We have
There is a quasi-isomorphism
and another quasi-isomorphism
There is yet another quasi-isomorphism
Finally
To this isomorphism we apply the functor ∆ * .
Proof of Corollary 3.2. Choose an injective resolution M → J · . Then
Hom OX (C · (X), J · ) = RHom OX (C · (X), M).
Because each sheaf Hom OX (C q (X), J p ) is flasque it follows that H q Γ(X, Hom OX (C · (X), J · )) = H q RΓ(X, RHom OX (C · (X), M)).
The left hand side is by definition HH q (X, M). The right hand side is, according to the theorem, M) ).
Decomposition in Characteristic 0
In is section we prove that the Hochschild cochain complex decomposes when X is smooth and char K = 0. Throughout this section the base ring K is noetherian and X is a separated finite type scheme over K.
Let A be a finitely generated K-algebra and Ω q A = Ω q A/K the module of relative Kähler differentials of degree q. We declare q Ω q A [q] to be a complex with trivial coboundary. For any q ≥ 0 there is an A-linear homomorphism
Since π∂ = 0 we obtain a homomorphism of complexes π :
Then π is a differential operator of order ≤ q. Now use [Ye1] Proposition 1.4.6.
The lemma shows that π is continuous, so it extends to a homomorphism of complexes
If we take A = K[t] := K[t 1 , . . . , t n ] the polynomial algebra in n variables, then B q (K[t]) is a polynomial algebra over K[t] in the n(q + 1) elementsd j t i , cf. Lemma 2.6. Put a Z-grading on B q (K[t]) by declaring degd j t i := 1, and deg a := 0 for 0 = a ∈ K[t]. This induces a grading on
is a free K[t]-module with basis the monomials β = d j1 t i1 · · ·d jm t im with 1 ≤ j 1 , . . . , j m ≤ q and 1 ≤ i 1 , . . . , i m ≤ n it suffices to look at π(β). We note that deg β = m. Now π((1 ⊗ a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a q ⊗ 1) ⊗ 1) = 0 if any a p ∈ K, 1 ≤ p ≤ q. Therefore π(β) = 0 unless {j 1 , . . . , j m } = {1, . . . , q}. We conclude that π(β) = 0 if m < q. On the other hand, since eachd j t i ∈ I q , Lemma 4.1 tells us that π(β) = 0 if m > q.
The lemma says that π is a morphism in the category GrMod K[t] of Z-graded K[t]-modules and degree 0 homomorphisms.
Proof. Write A := K[t]. For q > n we have Ω q A = 0, and q! is invertible for all q ≤ n. So by [Lo] Proposition 1.3.16 the homomorphism of complexes π : C · (A) → q Ω q A [q] is a quasi-isomorphism. Now the complexes C · (A) and q Ω q A [q] are both bounded above complexes of projective objects in GrMod A. So the quasiisomorphism π : C · (A) → q Ω q A [q] has to be a homotopy equivalence. Namely there are homomorphisms φ : Ω q A → C −q (A) and h :
is a homotopy equivalence of topological A-modules. Namely there are continuous A-linear homomorphisms φ :
Furthermore the homomorphisms φ and h are functorial in A.
Proof. Declare A to be homogeneous of degree 0. From Lemma 4.3 we get homomorphisms
in GrMod A, satisfying the homotopy equations. Because
) with respect to the grading. Therefore φ and h extend uniquely to continuous homomorphisms as claimed. The functoriality in A follows from the uniqueness.
Theorem 4.5. Let K be a noetherian ring, let X be a separated smooth K-scheme of relative dimension n, and assume n! is invertible in K. Then for any complex M · ∈ D(Mod O X ) the homomorphism of complexes
induced by π is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. The assertion may be checked locally on X, so let U = Spec A ⊂ X be an affine open set admitting anétale morphism U → A n K . If U ′ = Spec A ′ ⊂ U is any affine open subset then the ring homomorphisms K[t] → A → A ′ areétale. We deduce from Proposition 4.4 that π : C · (U ) → q Ω q U [q] is a homotopy equivalence of topological O U -modules, i.e. there are continuous O U -linear homomorphisms φ : Ω q U → C −q (U ) and h : C −q (U ) → C −q−1 (U ) satisfying the homotopy equations. 
Proof. Use Theorem 2.8.
Observe that the isomorphism 
Corollary 4.7 was proved by Swan ([Sw] Corollary 2.6) in the case X is smooth quasi-projective over the field K = C.
Let us concentrate on the Hochschild cochain complex with values in O X . Here we give notation to the homomorphism induced by π; it is
The precise formula on an affine open set
for v i ∈ T A = Der K (A) and a i ∈ A, where sgn(σ) denotes the sign of the permutation σ.
Theorem 4.5 says that π cd is a quasi-isomorphism if X is smooth of relative dimension n and n! is invertible in K. The next result is a converse.
Theorem 4.8. Let K be a Gorenstein noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension and let X be a smooth separated K-scheme of relative dimension n. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.
Proof. All three conditions can be checked locally. So take a sufficiently small affine open set U = Spec A ⊂ X such that there is anétale homomorphism K[t 1 , . . . , t n ] → A. We will prove that the three conditions are equivalent on U (cf. Propositions 1.4 and 1.7). By Lemma 2.6, C q (A) is a power series algebra over A in nq elements. Hence the adjunction map
is bijective, and we get π = D(π cd ) : C q (A) → Ω q A .
We claim that moreover C · (A) = RDC · cd (A) and π = RD(π cd ) :
To verify this let us choose a bounded injective resolution A → J · in Mod A, which is possible since A is Gorenstein of finite Krull dimension. Each A-module C q cd (A) is free. Then, even though the complex C · cd (A) is unbounded,
The functor RD is a duality of the subcategory D c (Mod A) of complexes with finitely generated cohomologies. By Corollary 2.9 we know that C · cd (A) ∈ D c (Mod A), and clearly 
Conversely, suppose π is a quasi-isomorphism. Let α be a basis of the free A-module Ω n A . Then n!α = πǫ(α) is also a basis, so n! must be invertible in A.
We immediately conclude:
Corollary 4.10. Let K be a Gorenstein noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension and X a smooth separated K-scheme of relative dimension n. If n! is nilpotent in K then π cd is not a quasi-isomorphism.
Oddly, if X is affine there is always a decomposition, regardless of characteristic.
Proposition 4.11. If K is noetherian and X is affine and smooth over K then there is a canonical isomorphism
Proof. Say X = Spec A. Let A → J · be an injective resolution in Mod A e , and set N · := Hom A e (A, J · ), which is a complex of A-modules. Denote by F : Mod A → Mod A e the restriction of scalars functor for the homomorphism A e → A (this is the ring version of ∆ * ). Then F N · = R Hom A e (A, A) in D(Mod A e ). Let G : Mod A e → Mod O X 2 be the sheafication functor. Since GJ · is an injective resolution of O X we see that
. Now according to the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg Theorem (see [HKR] Theorem 5.2 and [Lo] Theorem 3.4.4) the cohomology H q N · = Ext q A e (A, A) ∼ = q T A . Since the A-modules q T A are projective and almost all of them are zero, it is easy to see, by truncation and splitting, that
In case X is not affine and the relative dimension of X over K is bigger than the characteristic of K, Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 4.11 do not tell us anything about the possible decomposition of the Hochschild complex C · cd (X). This is where our main result Theorem 0.7 becomes relevant.
Remark 4.12. In [Ko] , D · poly (X) := C · cd (X)[1] is called the complex of polydifferential operators. The complex T · poly (X) :
is called the complex of poly-vector fields. Kontsevich's Formality Theorem [Ko] says that ( 1 q! π q cd ) q≥0 is the degree 1 component of an L ∞ -quasi-isomorphism of the DG Lie algebra structures of D · poly (X) and T · poly (X) when K is a field of characteristic 0. A variant of it implies that the Yoneda product on
. We do not know if these deep facts are true in characteristic = 0.
Remark 4.13. We have not examined how the decomposition of Theorem 4.5 relates to the Hodge decomposition of Gerstenhaber-Schack [GS] . Perhaps the comparison to Swan's definition of Hochschild cochains (Section 3) can be used for that.
Minimal Injective Complexes
In this section Y is a noetherian scheme. As mentioned earlier in the paper, the category Mod O Y is a locally noetherian category. In particular every injective object in Mod O Y is a direct sum of indecomposable ones.
The indecomposable injective O Y -modules can be completely described (cf. Section 2 above, and [RD] Section II.7). Given a point y ∈ Y denote by k(y) the residue field, and let J (y) be an injective hull of k(y) as a module over the local ring O Y,y . We may consider J (y) as a quasi-coherent O Y -module, constant on the closed set {y}. Given a point y ′ ∈ Y that is a specialization of y (i.e. y ′ ∈ {y}) we can restrict J (y) to a constant sheaf on {y ′ }; this new sheaf is denoted by J (y, y ′ ). The indecomposable injective O Y -modules are precisely the sheaves J (y, y ′ ). Thus any injective O Y -module J can be written as J ∼ = y,y ′ J (y, y ′ ) µ(y,y ′ ) , where µ(y, y ′ ) is a cardinal number and J (y, y ′ ) µ(y,y ′ ) means a direct sum of µ(y, y ′ ) copies of J (y, y ′ ).
The sheaf J (y, y ′ ) is quasi-coherent iff y ′ = y. One consequence is that a quasi-
for certain cardinal numbers µ(y) = µ(J , y). We shall refer to such a sheaf as a quasi-coherent injective O Y -module. The numbers µ(J , y) are called the multiplicities. The decomposition of J is not unique of course, but the multiplicities are. Indeed µ(J , y) = rank k(y) Hom OY,y k(y), J y where J y is the stalk at y.
Given a complex J · of quasi-coherent injective O Y -modules we write µ(J · , q, y) := µ(J q , y). If there is no ambiguity about J · we shall simply write µ(q, y).
We remind that given O Y -modules M ⊂ J , M is called an essential submodule of J if for any nonzero submodule N ⊂ J the intersection N ∩ M is nonzero. If furthermore J is injective then J is called an injective hull of M.
Definition 5.1. A minimal injective complex is a bounded below complex J · of injective O Y -modules with coboundary operator d q : J q → J q+1 such that for every q the submodule of cocycles Ker(d q ) ⊂ J q is essential.
This is a generalization of the familiar notion of minimal injective resolution. Indeed if J q = 0 for q < 0 and H q J · = 0 for q > 0 then J · is a minimal injective resolution of M := H 0 J · .
Lemma 5.3. Let J · be a bounded below complex of injective O Y -modules. Then there is a quasi-isomorphism J · → J · min with J · min a minimal injective complex, and such that for every q the homomorphism J q → J q min is a split surjection.
Proof. Denote by d q : J q → J q+1 the coboundary operator. Say J q = 0 for q < q 0 . For any q ≥ q 0 − 1 we shall construct a decomposition
1 ⊕ M q for some submodule M q . Let K q be an injective hull of Ker(d q ) ∩ M q inside M q . Then M q = K q ⊕ L q 0 for some submodule L q 0 . By construction L · := L · 0 ⊕ L · 1 is an acyclic subcomplex of J · . Defining J · min := J · /L · we obtain a quasi-isomorphism φ : J · → J · min that's a split surjection in each degree.
Finally we have to prove that J · min is minimal. Let us denote by d q min its coboundary operator. It suffices to prove that the isomorphism φ : K q ≃ → J q min induces an isomorphism φ : (Ker(d q ) ∩ K q ) ≃ → Ker(d q min ). We will work with local sections (say in the stalks at some point). Suppose a ∈ K q is a local section such that d q min • φ(a) = 0. Then necessarily d q (a) ∈ L q+1
Lemma 5.4. Suppose J · 1 and J · 2 are minimal injective complexes, and φ : J · 1 → J · 2 is a quasi-isomorphism. Then φ is an isomorphism.
Proof. Write Z q i := Ker(d q ) ⊂ J q i and B q i := Im(d q−1 ) ⊂ J q i . We prove by induction on q that φ : J q 1 → J q 2 and φ : Z q 1 → Z q 2 are isomorphisms. From the commutative diagram
is an isomorphism. And from the commutative diagram
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 5.5. Let M · be a bounded below complex of O Y -modules.
1. There is a minimal injective resolution M · → J · . The complex J · is unique up to (a non-unique) isomorphism.
(1) By [RD] Lemma I.4.6(1) there is a quasi-isomorphism M · → J · 1 where J · 1 is a bounded below complex of injective O Y -modules. Using Lemma 5.3 we find a quasi-isomorphism J · 1 → J · to a minimal injective complex J · . If M · → J ′ · is another minimal injective resolution then by [RD] Proposition I.4.7 there is a quasi-isomorphism J · → J ′ · (compatible with the homomorphisms from M · ). According to Lemma 5.4, J · → J ′ · is an isomorphism.
(2) If M is an O Y -module supported on X then its injective hull is also supported on X. By [RD] Lemma I.4.6(3) there is a quasi-isomorphism M · → J · 1 such that the sheaves J q 1 are all supported on X. Now use Lemma 5.3. (3) If M is a quasi-coherent O Y -module then so is its injective hull (see [RD] Theorem II.7.18). By [RD] Lemma I.4.6(3) there is a quasi-isomorphism M · → J · 1 such that the sheaves J q 1 are all quasi-coherent. Now use Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose J · is a minimal injective complex of quasi-coherent O Ymodules. 1. Let y ∈ Y be a point. Then the stalk J · y is a minimal injective complex of O Y,y -modules. 2. Let X ⊂ Y be a closed subscheme. Then the complex Hom OY (O X , J · ) is a minimal injective complex of quasi-coherent O X -modules.
(1) Choose a decomposition J q ∼ = z∈Y J (z) µ(z) . Then the stalk at y is
There is also a subsheaf K q := z∈Yy J (z) µ(z) ⊂ J q and a bijection J q y ∼ = Γ(X, K q ). Given a nonzero O Y,y -submodule M ⊂ J q y consider the subsheaf M ⊂ K q generated by the image M → Γ(X, K q ). The sheaf M is quasi-coherent and its stalk at y is M y = M . Because J · is a minimal injective complex the intersection N := Ker(d q ) ∩ M is a nonzero quasi-coherent sheaf. But N ⊂ K q , and the support of any nonzero section of J (z) ⊂ K q is the closed set {z} which contains y. Therefore the stalk N y = 0. Finally N y = Ker(d q ) y ∩ M . This proves that J · y is minimal.
(2) Follows from the adjunction formula.
The next characterization of minimal injective complexes will be crucial for us.
Proposition 5.7. Let J · be a bounded below complex of quasi-coherent injective O Y -modules whose cohomology sheaves H q J · are all coherent. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) J · is a minimal injective complex.
(ii) For every integer q and point y ∈ Y the multiplicity is µ(J · , q, y) = rank k(y) Ext q OY,y k(y), J · y .
Proof. Let J · → J · min be the split surjection from Lemma 5.3. Write µ(q, y) := µ(J · , q, y) and µ(q, y) min := µ(J · min , q, y). Take a point y ∈ Y and define X := {y} red , the closed subscheme with reduced structure. Then
According to Lemma 5.6, Hom OY,y k(y), (J · min ) y is a minimal injective complex of k(y)-modules. Therefore the coboundary operator of Hom OY,y k(y), (J · min ) y is zero, and Hom OY,y k(y), (J q min ) y = Ext q OY,y k(y), (J · min ) y . We conclude that µ(q, y) min = rank k(y) Ext q OY,y k(y), J · y for all q and y. Because J · has coherent cohomology sheaves the numbers µ(q, y) min are finite. If J · is a minimal injective complex then by Lemma 5.4, J · = J · min , so of course µ(q, y) = µ(q, y) min . Conversely if µ(q, y) = µ(q, y) min for all q and y then, since these multiplicities are finite, it follows that J · = J · min . The numbers rank k(y) Ext q OY,y k(y), J · y are called Bass numbers.
Decomposition Via Minimal Injective Resolutions
In this section we prove the main result of the paper, Theorem 0.7, restated here as Corollary 6.12. It will follow from a result of independent interest, Theorem 6.10.
Recall that a noetherian scheme Y is Gorenstein if every local ring O Y,y is a module of finite injective dimension over itself. If Y is a finite dimensional Gorenstein noetherian scheme then O Y has finite injective dimension in Mod O Y , and Y is catenary. See [RD] Sections V.9-10.
A closed subscheme X ⊂ Y with ideal sheaf I is said to be regularly embedded of pure codimension n if I is locally generated by a regular sequence of length n. See [EGA IV] Section 16.9.
Throughout this section we make the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 6.1. Y is a finite dimensional Gorenstein noetherian scheme and X is a regularly embedded closed subscheme of Y of pure codimension n, with ideal sheaf I. Definition 6.2. For an integer p the p-skeleton of X is defined to be the subset
Recall that for a closed subset Z ⊂ Y and a sheaf M, Γ Z M is the subsheaf of sections supported on Z.
Here are two conditions that might be satisfied by a bounded below complex of quasi-coherent injective O Y -modules J · . Condition 6.3. Let y ∈ Y and q ∈ Z. If y ∈ Skel p (X) for some p and p ≤ q ≤ p+n then the multiplicity is µ(J · , q, y) = n q−p . Otherwise µ(J · , q, y) = 0.
Condition 6.4. Let J · X be the complex J · X := Hom OY (O X , J · ). For all q ∈ Z and x ∈ X the homomorphism
Suppose we choose a decomposition J q ∼ = y∈Y J (y) µ(q,y) . Then the coboundary operator d q : J q → J q+1 induces, for every x, y ∈ Y and q ∈ Z, a homomorphism
y,y can be seen as a matrix of size µ(q+1, y)×µ(q, y) with values in O Y,y .
After choosing a decomposition of the complex J · as above, Condition 6.4 becomes equivalent to saying that for all x ∈ X and q ∈ Z the entries of the matrix d q
x,x are in the ideal
with terms in degrees −1, 0. If t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) is a sequence of elements they define a Koszul complex
The sequence t is a Koszul regular sequence if the sheaf H q K · (O Y , t) = 0 for all q < 0. Lemma 6.5. Suppose Y is affine and the ideal sheaf I is generated by some Koszul
the subcomplex supported on X. Then the complex J · satisfies Conditions 6.3 and 6.4.
Proof. Because Y is a Gorenstein scheme the minimal injective resolution N · satisfies
where Skel q (Y ) is as in Definition 6.2. This can be seen using the Cousin complex as in [RD] Proposition V.7.3. Alternatively we can localize at a point z ∈ Y . Then by Lemma 5.6, N · z is a minimal injective resolution of the Gorenstein local ring O Y,z . Now we can invoke Bass' [Ba] Theorem 1.
Since X ⊂ Y is regularly embedded of pure codimension n it follows that for any point x ∈ X the local rings satisfy dim O X,x = dim O Y,x − n. In other words codim({x}, X) = codim({x}, Y ) − n. Hence Skel q−n (X) = Skel q (Y ) ∩ X. It follows that
and thus for x ∈ Skel p (X) one has µ(Γ X N · , n + p − r, x) = 1 if r = 0 0 otherwise.
we see that µ(J · , n + p − r, x) = n r . Thus J · satisfies Condition 6.3. The decomposition (6.6) gives rise to a decomposition of J · in which the entries of the matrices d q
x,x are ±t i , and hence Condition 6.4 holds.
Lemma 6.7. In the situation of Lemma 6.5, J · is a minimal injective resolution
. But because of Condition 6.3, J q = 0 for q < 0. This shows that J · is an injective resolution of O X . In order to prove that J · is a minimal injective complex it is enough to prove that the essential subcomplex J · X := Hom OY (O X , J · ) is a minimal injective complex of O X -modules.
For any 0 ≤ i ≤ n and any q define
It suffices (say, by Proposition 5.7) to prove that the complex J · X,n is minimal.
In particular J q X,n = 0 for q < 0. We see that J · X,n is an injective resolution of O X as O X -module. Since X is also a Gorenstein scheme, the multiplicities µ(J · X,n , q, x) are the same as those which occur in the minimal injective resolution of O X . By Proposition 5.7 we deduce that J · X,n itself is a minimal injective resolution of O X . Lemma 6.8. Let L be a locally free O X -module of rank 1, and let J · be a minimal injective resolution of L as an O Y -module. Then the complex J · satisfies Conditions 6.3 and 6.4.
Proof. The two conditions can be checked locally on Y . Also, Proposition 5.7 implies that for any open set U ⊂ Y , J · | U is a minimal injective resolution of L| U as O U -module. Because X is regularly embedded, on any sufficiently small affine open set U ⊂ Y the ideal Γ(U, I) is generated by a regular sequence t. By [Ma] Theorem 43, t is a Koszul regular sequence. By shrinking U we can also assume that L| U ∼ = O X∩U .
Therefore we may assume Y is affine, I is generated by a Koszul regular sequence
Let N · be a minimal injective resolution of O Y . According to Lemma 6.7 the complex Γ X K · (O Y , t) ⊗ OY N · is also a minimal injective resolution of O X as O Y -module. By Proposition 5.5(1) it follows that
as actual complexes. Hence by Lemma 6.5 we deduce that Conditions 6.3 and 6.4 hold for J · .
Recall that we denote by J (y) an indecomposable quasi-coherent injective O Ymodule. For x ∈ X let J X (x) = Hom OY (O X , J (x)) be the corresponding indecomposable quasi-coherent injective O X -module. Lemma 6.9. Let L be a locally free O X -module of rank 1, and let J · be a minimal injective resolution of L as O Y -module. Choose a decomposition
Let J · X be the complex J · X := Hom OY (O X , J · ). There is an induced decomposition J q X = x∈X J X (x) µ(q,x) . For any 0 ≤ i ≤ n and any q define
Then: 1. Each J · X,i is a subcomplex of J · X and J · X = i J · X,i . 2. For every i there is a quasi-isomorphism
Proof. Lemma 6.8 tells us that Condition 6.3 is satisfied, and we see that J · X = i J · X,i as graded sheaves. Let us prove that J · X,i is a subcomplex. It suffices to show that for points x ∈ Skel q−i (X) and z ∈ Skel q−i+2 (X) the composed homomorphism
is zero, when the sum is over all points y ∈ Skel q−i+1 (X) with {z} ⊂ {y} ⊂ {x}. Now the sum is zero if we do not restrict the codimension of y, since J · X is a complex. The only points y which are excluded by this restriction are either y = x or y = z. But according to Condition 6.4 the corresponding coboundaries vanish. Thus J · X ∼ = i J · X,i as complexes. To prove part 2 we first note that
a locally free O X -module of rank n q . On the other hand by definition H q J · X,i has support in codimension ≥ q − i for all q ≥ i. Because H q J · X = i H q J · X,i this forces H q J · X,i = 0 for q > i. Now again by definition J q X,i = 0 for q < i. We conclude that H q J · X,i = 0 for all q = i, and thus H i J · X = H i J · X,i = Ker d i : J i X,i → J i+1 X,i .
Theorem 6.10. Let Y be a finite dimensional Gorenstein noetherian scheme, let X ⊂ Y a regularly embedded closed subscheme, and let L be a locally free O X -module of rank 1. Then there is a unique isomorphism
in D(Mod O Y ) which induces the identity in cohomology.
Proof. Let J · be a minimal injective resolution of L in Mod O Y , and set J · X := Hom OY (O X , J · ). Then RHom OY (O X , L) = J · X in D(Mod O Y ). According to Lemma 6.9 we get
. We obtain an isomorphism
This isomorphism can be changed if necessary, by composing with automorphisms of Ext q OY (O X , L), to obtain an isomorphism which induces the identity on cohomology. The uniqueness of such an isomorphism is clear. Corollary 6.11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.10 there is a unique isomorphism
Proof. First we note that for any locally free O X -module M of rank r one has RHom OY (M, O Y ) ∼ = N [−n] where N is some locally free O X -module of rank r. Let us call an O Y module of the form i g i! O Ui , where g i : U i → Y are finitely many inclusions of affine open sets, a finite locally projective module. By Lemma 3.4 there are resolutions · · · → M −1 → M 0 → O X → 0 and · · · → N −1 → N 0 → L → 0 where each M i and N i is a finite locally projective O Y -module. Then
where P is some locally free O X -module of rank 1. By Theorem 6.10, Q := RHom OY (O X , P[−n]) satisfies Q ∼ = q (H q Q)[−q]. Since each H q Q is a locally free O X -module, we see that RHom OY (Q, O Y ) is isomorphic, in D(Mod O Y ), to a direct sum of shifts of locally free sheaves. But by duality
Recall that given a K-scheme X we write X 2 := X × K X. Another abbreviation we make is q T X := q OX T X/K where T X/K is the tangent sheaf. Corollary 6.12. Let K be a Gorenstein noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension and X a smooth separated K-scheme. Then there is a unique isomorphism
in D(Mod O X 2 ), which induces the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg isomorphism
Proof. Take Y := X 2 . Then Y is smooth over K, and according to [RD] Proposition V.9.6, Y is a Gorenstein scheme. Also X is a regularly embedded closed subscheme of Y (see [EGA IV] Theorem 17.12.1). So the hypotheses of Theorem 6.10 are satisfied with L = O X .
Corollary 6.13. Under the assumptions of Corollary 6.12 there is a unique isomorphism
in D(Mod O X 2 ), which induces the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg isomorphism T or
Proof. Here we use Corollary 6.11.
We finish with a question.
Question 6.14. Find an explicit formula for a quasi-isomorphismT X [−q] → C · cd (X) when X is smooth of relative dimension n over K, char K = p > 0 and n > p.
